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Abstract. Botnets are an enabler for many cyber-criminal activities
and often responsible for DDoS attacks, banking fraud, cyber-espionage
and extortion. Botnets are controlled by a botmaster that uses various
advanced techniques to create, maintain and hide their complex and
distributed C&C infrastructures. First, they use P2P techniques and
domain fast-flux to increase the resilience against take-down actions.
Second, botnets encrypt their communication payload to prevent signa-
ture based detection. Both, the actions to increase the resilience and the
prevention of signature based detection are counteractions against detec-
tion techniques. In contrast to existing approaches, our novel approach
includes DNS registration behaviour, which we currently analyse for the
.com, .net and .org domains, representing half of registered domains on
the Internet. Hence, the goal of this PhD research is to enable early detec-
tion of the deployment and operation of botnets to facilitate proactive
mitigation strategies, whereas current approaches usually detect botnets
while these are already in active use. Consequently, this proactive app-
roach prevents botnets to fully evolve their size and attack power. More-
over, as many end users are unable to detect and clean infected machines,
our approach tackles the botnet phenomenon without requiring any end
user involvement, by incorporating ISPs and domain name registrars.
In addition, this will enable the discovery of similar behaviour of differ-
ent connected systems, which allows detection in cases where bots are
registered under domains that are not willing to cooperate.
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1 Introduction

Botnets are an enabler for many cyber-criminal activities and often responsible
for DDoS attacks, banking fraud and cyber-espionage. As reported in [9,10]
such criminal activities cause substantial economic damage. Recent estima-
tions [15] expect that cyber attacks could cost global economy $3 trillion by 2020.
Botmasters use various techniques to create, maintain and hide their complex
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C&C infrastructures. First, they use P2P techniques [1] and domain fast-flux to
increase the resilience against take-down actions. Second, botnets encrypt their
communication payload to prevent signature based detection [12].

However, botnets often use the domain name system (DNS) [2,7,11], e.g.,
to find peers and register malicious domains. Since, botmasters manage a large
distributed overlay network, but have limited personal resources, they tend to
automate domain registration, e.g. using domain name generation algorithms
(DGAs) [17]. Such automatically generated domains share similarities and pos-
sibly appear to be registered in close temporal distance. Such characteristics will
be used for bot detection, while their deployment is still in preparation.

Hence, the goal of this PhD research is early detection of botnets to facilitate
proactive mitigation strategies. Using such a proactive approach prevents botnets
from evolving their full size and attack power. As many end users are unable
to detect and clean infected machines, we favour a provider-based approach,
involving ISPs and DNS registrars. This approach benefits from its overview
of the network that allows to discover behavioural similarities of different con-
nected systems. The benefit of tackling distributed large-scale attacks at provider
level has been discussed in [13] and demonstrated by [4]. Further, initiatives to
incentivize ISPs to mitigate botnets are already ongoing [8]. In addition, several
studies discuss and high-light the role of ISPs in detection and mitigation of
various cyber threats, e.g. DDoS, Botnets or SPAM [3,14,16].

The work done in [6] addresses the domain registration behaviour of spam-
mers and [5] demonstrated DGA based malware detection by using flow-based
techniques. In contrast, our approach includes the detection of malicious DNS
registration behaviour, which we currently analyse for the .com, .net and .org
domains. These domains represent half of the registered Internet domains. By
combining DNS registration behaviour analysis with passive monitoring of DNS
requests and IP flows, we are able to tackle botnets throughout their whole
life-cycle. This research is still in its initial state and will result in a PhD thesis.

The remaining parts are structured as follows. Section 2, describes the
research problem and questions. Section 3, describes our approach. Next, Sect. 4
provides early results and the current state of research. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Sect. 5.

2 Research Problem and Questions

The goal of this research is to enable early botnet detection in provider envi-
ronments. To achieve this goal, our approach is based on large-scale DNS regis-
tration behaviour analysis, as this will allow to discover botnet activity in the
(pre-)deployment phase of its life-cycle (see Fig. 1). Thus, our novel approach
could possibly prevent the botnet from becoming deployed and actively used.
Furthermore, the proposed approach takes into account the dynamics of botnet
malware and the Internet infrastructure, high data rates, incompleteness of data
and encrypted bot communication. In order to tackle the early botnet detection
problem, we ask the following questions:
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RQ 1: How do botnets interact with the domain name system?
RQ 2: Can domain registration characteristics be used for botnet detection, and

if yes, how?
RQ 3: (How) Does early detection work, if some registrars do not cooperate?

The approach used for answering these research questions will be described in
the next Section. Figure 1 shows the bot life-cycle and relating research questions.

Fig. 1. Detailed overview of botnet operations with mapped research questions.

3 Approach

The goal of this research is to allow faster botnet detection and mitigation.
Current approaches are usually limited to detect bots after they already became
active or while they are used in attacks. Our approach targets botnet detection in
the pre-deployment phase. Therefore, our approach is based on two components:
(1) passive monitoring of communication characteristics and (2) DNS registra-
tion behaviour analysis. DNS registration analysis allows to detect the prepara-
tory actions of deployment of the C&C infrastructure and the bots. Therefore,
our approach allows botnet early detection and consequently facilitates proac-
tive botnet mitigation. In addition, our approach allows botnet detection in the
subsequent phases of the bot life-cycle (preparation, infection, peer discovery,
malware update, command propagation and attack) by using passive DNS and
flow monitoring solutions. This is important, since bots might also be registered
at domain providers that are not sharing data.

Research question 1 aims to get insight into the deployment and management
of botnets. Therefore, we collect DNS registration data on a daily basis for the
.com, .net and .net domains, representing half of the domains registered on the
Internet. Second, we query different botnet tracking services and use DGAs to
find botnet related records in the domain registration dataset.

Research question 2 aims to extract characteristics of botnets in their deploy-
ment phase. Which might allow an early detection and mitigation. To answer this
question, we use registration databases of top level domain registrars. Currently,
our study involves the .com, .net, and .org top level domains.
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Research question 3 extends our novel approach to make it applicable in case
bots are registered under domains that do not share data. In such cases, our app-
roach might derive flow-based behaviour characteristics based on the knowledge
gained in RQ1 and RQ2 for flow-based detection of bots. Flow monitoring solu-
tions provide an overview of large parts of the Internet, in which we expect to
find similarities that can be used for detection of bot behaviour.

We will validate our novel approach based on simulations and real-live envi-
ronments. Further, we compile different datasets. First, we crawl the registration
database of multiple top level domains, different botnet domain and IP blocklists
with time stamps. This allows us to measure the temporal difference between
botnet deployment and detection. Second, we passively capture IP flow data and
DNS requests in multiple provider networks to evaluate (a) how accurate our
approach can detect the large-scale similarities between distributed bots and (b)
determine the temporal delay between malicious domain registration and the
first activity. This evaluation also uses IP and DNS blocklists.

4 Early Results

In a first step, we used data captured from Kelihos sinkholing operation, that
allowed us to observe real bots in two different states of their life-cycle, peer dis-
covery and job requests. We successfully used our insights gained to developed
a concept for flow-based detection. Further, we use multiple DGAs and C&C
domain lists to extract the botnet domains (e.g., Zeus, Kelihos.B, Palevo, Drye).
Early results show that botnet domains are registered in close temporal dis-
tance (bulk registration) and often have structural similarities. Thus, we assume
that our approach will be able to accurately detect malicious DNS registration
activities and host behaviour of bots.

5 Final Considerations

When provider based solutions are used for bot detection, it is important that
data should be accurate and be derived characteristics should be independent of
the capture infrastructure. However, as botnets are globally spread, usually one
provider can only detect a fraction of a botnet. Therefore, the detection system
should run and cooperate across multiple provider networks, by means of pro-
viding infrastructure independent detection information and being able to use
such data from different networks. ISPs often apply sampling to their flow mon-
itoring to reduce memory consumption, which might be an additional challenge
to our approach. Moreover, anti-detection techniques of malware become more
sophisticated and often involve encryption and anonymisation techniques. Our
approach will be resistant against many of these techniques, due to its high-level
overview and independence of packet payloads. The main goal of this approach,
should be achieved within a period of four years as part of a PhD thesis.
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